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ABSTRACT: G-Protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are involved in a
myriad of pathways key for human physiology through the formation of
complexes with intracellular partners such as G-proteins and arrestins (Arrs).
However, the structural and dynamical determinants of these complexes are
still largely unknown. Herein, we developed a computational big-data
pipeline that enables the structural characterization of GPCR complexes with
no available structure. This pipeline was used to study a well-known group of
catecholamine receptors, the human dopamine receptor (DXR) family and
its complexes, producing novel insights into the physiological properties of
these important drug targets. A detailed description of the protein interfaces
of all members of the DXR family (D1R, D2R, D3R, D4R, and D5R) and the
corresponding protein interfaces of their binding partners (Arrs: Arr2 and
Arr3; G-proteins: Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, Go, Gob, Gq, Gslo, Gssh, Gt2, and Gz) was
generated. To produce reliable structures of the DXR family in complex with either G-proteins or Arrs, we performed homology
modeling using as templates the structures of the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR) bound to Gs, the rhodopsin bound to Gi, and the
recently acquired neurotensin receptor-1 (NTSR1) and muscarinic 2 receptor (M2R) bound to arrestin (Arr). Among others, the
work demonstrated that the three partner groups, Arrs and Gs- and Gi-proteins, are all structurally and dynamically distinct.
Additionally, it was revealed the involvement of different structural motifs in G-protein selective coupling between D1- and D2-like
receptors. Having constructed and analyzed 50 models involving DXR, this work represents an unprecedented large-scale analysis of
GPCR-intracellular partner interface determinants. All data is available at www.moreiralab.com/resources/dxr.

■ INTRODUCTION

G-Protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) share a number of
common structural features−they are composed by seven
transmembrane domains (TM1-7), connected to each other
either by intracellular loops (ICL1-3) in the cytoplasm or
extracellular loops (ECL1-3) outside the cell. In addition, they
also possess another common motif that runs parallel to the
membrane interface, namely Helix-8 (H8), which was shown
to participate in modulating the interaction between the
receptor and its intracellular partners such as PDZ domain-
containing proteins.1,2 The amino and carboxyl termini of class
A GPCRs reside in the extracellular and intracellular parts of
the cell, respectively.3,4 These two regions together with the
ICL3, which links TM5 and TM6, exhibit the highest
variability in terms of amino acid sequence among this
GPCR class.
Dopamine receptors (DXRs), which are a family of class A

GPCRs that endogenously bind dopamine,5 were the subject
of our study. Dopamine is a catecholaminergic neuro-
modulator involved in a plethora of physiological functions
in the central nervous system, such as voluntary movements,

event prediction, sleep, attention, learning, and memory.6,7

Additionally, it is also involved in the peripheral nervous
system through the modulation of hormones, cardiovascular
and renal functions, and the sympathetic system. Dopamine
and other related ligands exert their physiological and
pharmacological effects through the activation of five closely
related subtypes of DXR complexes. These are split into two
major subclasses−D1-like receptors (D1R and D5R) and D2-
like receptors (D2R, D3R, and D4R)−based on their ligand
and G-protein subtype specificity, anatomical distribution, and
physiological effects. GPCRs interact with both G-proteins and
arrestins (Arrs), leading to a rich and diverse cross talk
between different signaling pathways. Arrs are a small family of
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intracellular scaffolding proteins, initially recognized as being
solely responsible for GPCR desensitization. However, they
were recently implied in G-protein independent signaling
pathways as well.8−10 Moreover, regarding nonvisual Arrs,
which are particularly involved in interactions with different
GPCRs classes, only two structures of Arr2, one complexed
with neurotensin receptor-1 (NTSR1)11 and another with
muscarinic 2 receptor (M2R),12 were solved so far. Nonethe-
less, the orientation of Arr2 in relation to each of those
receptors is significantly different, suggesting that different
bioactive Arr conformations can be implicated in GPCR
activation.11,12 Understanding structural determinants that
mediate the differential coupling between a specific DXR
subtype and different G-protein and arrestin subtypes may
reveal the underlying molecular mechanisms that regulate
several physiological and pharmacological outcomes associated
with the DXR family. As such, differentiating specific structural
motifs formed at protein−protein interfaces (PPIs) of DXR-G-
protein and DXR-Arr complexes can help us delineate the
molecular mechanism of functional selectivity, which is key to
understand and modulate cellular events such as receptor
internalization, recycling, trafficking to the endosome-lysosome
pathway for proteolytic degradation, etc.
To model and characterize all PPIs of documented DXR-Arr

complexes (D1R-Arr2_6pwc, D1R-Arr3_6pwc, D1R-
Arr2_6u1n, D1R-Arr3_6u1n, D2R-Arr2_6pwc, D2R-
Arr3_6pwc, D2R-Arr2_6u1n, D2R-Arr3_6u1n, D3R-
Arr2_6pwc, D3R-Arr3_6pwc, D3R-Arr2_6u1n, D3R_Ar-
r3_6u1n, D4R-Arr2_6pwc, D4R-Arr3_6pwc, D4R-
Arr2_6u1n, D4R-Arr3_6u1n, D5R-Arr2_6pwc, D5R-
Arr3_6pwc, D5R-Arr2_6u1n, D5R-Arr3_6u1n) as well as
DXR-G-protein complexes (D1R-Gi1, D1R-Gi2, D1R-Gi3,
D1R-Go, D1R-Gq, D1R-Gslo, D1R-Gssh, D2R-Gi1, D2R-Gi2,
D2R-Go, D2R-Gz, D3R-Gi1, D3R-Gi2, D3R-Gi3, D3R-Go,
D3R-Gq, D3R-Gslo, D3R-Gssh, D3R-Gz, D4R-Gi1, D4R-Gi2,
D4R-Gi3, D4R-Go, D4R-Gob, D4R-Gt2, D4R-Gz, D5R-Gq,
D5R-Gslo, D5R-Gssh, D5R-Gz), several software programs
and web platforms were used, namely MODELLER,13 high
ambiguity driven protein−protein DOCKing (HADDOCK),14

Bio3d,15 InterProSurf,16 biocomplexes contact maps (COCO-
MAPS),17 conservation surface mapping (ConSurf),18,19 the
pocket volume measurer (POVME),20 and elastic network
modeling (ENM).21 We assessed evolutionary conservation as
well as structural (intermolecular interactions, salt bridges,
hydrogen bonds, and solvent accessibility) and dynamic
(fluctuations and flexibility) features. This allowed us to
extensively characterize the DXR-partner interfaces and to
understand the molecular determinants responsible for specific
binding of DXR complexes to their cognate G-protein and Arr
subtypes.

■ METHODS

Throughout this section we explain the methods used for each
of the computational pipeline steps.

DXR Binding Partners. Functional binding partners of all
members from the DXR family found in the literature were
listed in Table 1.

Homology Modeling. Proteins were modeled using
homology modeling with the MODELLER package.13 This
software allows the construction of 3D models for a protein
with no known structure by using one or more proteins with
structural information as templates. A key feature of this
method is the utilization of templates that share high sequence
homology with the modeled structure.44 This methodology is
still vital to study GPCRs at a molecular level as it overcomes
the scarcity of available GPCR experimental structures. The
β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR) (PDB-ID: 3SN6, chain R45)
was chosen as the template for G-protein activated DXRmon
(the monomeric structure of the DXR) with UniProt46

sequence IDs P21728 and P21918 for D1R and D5R,
respectively. The rhodopsin-Gi complex (PDB-ID: 6CMO,
chain A47) was chosen as the template for G-protein activated
DXRmon with UniProt46 sequence IDs P14416, P35462, and
P21917 for D2R, D3R, and D4R, respectively. For Arr
complexes, two structures complexed with Arr2 were used as
templates for Arr-activated DXRmon for all DXR members:
the NTSR1-Arr2 complex (PDB-ID: 6PWC, chain R11) and
the M2R-Arr2 complex (PDB-ID: 6U1N, chain R12). These
two structures differ drastically on the orientation of Arr2 in
relation to the receptor, but the structural information available
points to the coexistence of these two conformations;11,12

therefore, both were included in this study. An Alan linker was
added to connect TM5 and TM6, which were modeled with an
extended helical segment (beyond the membrane) up to the
linker, making the intracellular extension of these helices
similar to that observed in the crystal structure of the β2AR-Gs
complex (PDB-ID: 3SN645). Clustal Omega48 was used to
generate Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSA) for all
sequences in all three protein families−DXR, G-proteins, and
Arrs. Monomer models were obtained using MODELLER;13

the final alignments are available at the web server. TMs were
defined as well as disulfide bonds. One hundred models were
created for each query sequence. The 20 best models from
each query were selected using discrete optimized protein
energy score,49 MODELLER objective function,50 ProSA-web
server Z-score,51 and ProQ scores (LGScore and MaxSub
using PSIPRED results).52 The top models were then visually
inspected using PyMOL53 software where the intramembrane
domain axis-ICL3 distance was taken into account. Model
evaluation was further performed with root mean-squared
deviation (RMSD) measurements of all the dopamine

Table 1. Functional Binding Partners of Each Member from the DXR Familya

G-protein arrestin

Gi1 Gi2 Gi3 Go Gob Gz Gq Gs Gt2 Arr2 Arr3

D1R 22 22 22 23 24, 25 22, 23 26 26
D2R 27 27 28 29, 30 31 31, 32
D3R 33 33 33 33, 34 29, 30 25, 33, 35 30, 36 37 26, 37
D4R 38 38 38 38 39 29, 30 40 41 41
D5R 39 25, 39, 42 39 43 43

aArrs and Gi/o, Gq/11, and Gs subfamily members were reported as interacting partners of DXR. The functional partners of D2R correspond to
the D2R short isoform, which is used in the study. The numbers in the table correspond to the literature references.
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receptors’ with PyMOL software;53 these are available on the
“overall complex RMSD”, “receptor RMSD”, and “GPCR motif
RMSD”, on the STRUCTURE ANALYSIS tab.
The crystal structure of the Gs-protein (PDB-ID: 3SN6,

chain A45) was used as a template for the construction of the
3D models of Gslo and Gssh, while the cryo-EM structure of
the Gi-protein (PDB-ID: 6CMO, chain A47) was used for
construction of the 3D models of Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, Go, Gob, Gq,
Gt2, and Gz. The human NTSR1-Arr2 complex (PDB-ID:
6PWC, chain A11) and the M2R-Arr2 complex (PDB-ID
6U1N, chain A12) were both used as templates for the 3D
models of Arrs. The accession codes of query sequences of
Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, Go, Gob, Gq, Gssh, Gslo, Gt2, and Gz used for
homology modeling were P63096, P04899, P08754, P09471-1,
P09471-2, P50148, P63092-2, P63092-1, P19087, and P19086,
respectively. The accession codes of Arr2 and Arr3 query
sequences used for homology modeling were P49407-1 and
P32121, respectively.
The DXR 3D selected models were then embedded in a

lipid bilayer membrane of POPC:cholesterol (9:1 ratio) using
the CHARMM-GUI web server.54−56 The systems were
subjected to an equilibration protocol to further relax the
structure of the receptors. The equilibration was performed in
GROMACS 2018.457−59 with the CHARMM36 force field.60

The protocol consisted of 50 ns of equilibration with
sequentially decreasing constraint forces until only Cα of
DXR were constrained. The structure from the last snapshot
was then selected to perform the HADDOCK14 docking
protocol.
Structure Refinement with HADDOCK. The refinement

interface in the HADDOCK14 web platform was used to
perform protein structure refinement in an explicit solvent
representation. To construct 3D models of DXR complexes-G-
protein complexes, the models of DXR complexes and G-
proteins were aligned based on the corresponding crystal
structures of the β2AR-Gs complex (PDB-ID: 3SN645) or the
Rhodopsin-Gi (PDB-ID: 6CMO47), and the models for DXR-
Arrs were aligned based on the two aforementioned structures:
NTSR1-Arr2 complex (PDB-ID: 6PWC11) and M2R-Arr2
complex (PDB-ID: 6U1N12). These complexes were sub-
mitted to the refinement interface of the HADDOCK web
server, which enables the movement of side chains and
backbone at the interface, and the best model for each
protein−protein complex was used in subsequent analyses.
Evolutionary Characterization of Complex Interfaces.

The degree of positional conservation of specific amino acid
residues has been linked to their importance in protein
structure and function. Thus, the determination of the
conserved amino acid positions among GPCR and GPCR-
partners’ family members may uncover the relevance of each
position to structure and function of the receptor. Con-
Surf18,19,61 was deployed to probe evolutionarily conserved
position-specific amino acids and to identify structurally and
functionally important regions within the proteins. This
algorithm, coupled with its corresponding database Con-
surfDB, takes as the basis MSA of target proteins and
corresponding homologues (which are determined in the
same pipeline where proteins with less than 50 homologues are
discarded and homologues with over 95% redundancy are
removed). A phylogenetic tree was calculated from the MSA,
and evolutionary rates were assigned to each position in the
alignment. The final grades range from a scale of 1 to 9, 1 as

the lowest, 5 as intermediate, and 9 as highly conserved
positions.

Structural and Dynamical Characterization of Pro-
tein−Protein Interfaces. InterProSurf16 and COCOMAPS17

were applied to fully characterize the most relevant structural
features shared by all aforementioned DXR-G-protein and
DXR-Arr complexes. Considering InterProSurf, complex
related results regarding total, polar, and apolar area/energy
as well as the number of surface and buried atoms were
considered. COCOMAPS was used to predict hydrogen bonds
(HB) and solvent accessible surface area (SASA), the latter
being used to define a broad range of interfacial residues. In-
house Python scripts were also constructed to perform
additional analysis, such as salt bridges (SB) identification
(considering a 4 Å threshold), detection of α-carbon
interactions (using a 8 Å cutoff), and residue content by
single amino acid or amino acid group. In order to perform
binding pocket analysis, we deployed POVME20 combined
with an in-house script in which the pocket parameters were
defined taking the starting point as the geometrical center
between the residues 3.50, 6.30, and 7.53 to a sphere of 10 Å
radius and considering three contiguous points as the
threshold to merge adjoining areas. The binding pocket
setup was deployed with a 0.5 Å grid spacing.
To comparatively characterize the flexibility of TMs and the

H8, we performed a coarse-grained normal-mode analysis
(NMA)62 as implemented in Bio3d15 to correctly assess
changes in the flexibility of TMs and H8 for all DXRs upon the
binding of different partners. We calculated the Bhattacharya
coefficient (BC), a measure adapted from the Bhattacharya
distance,63 between each dopamine receptor in a complex−
DXRcomp−and its respective monomeric structure−
DXRmon. The BC, as first described in Fuglebakk et al.64

and implemented in Bio3d,15 is used to compare protein
flexibility between conserved protein regions and is calculated
for selected rows and columns of the covariance matrices (i.e.,
those pertaining to each of the different structural motifs−
TM1-7 and H8) of both DXRcomp and DXRmon. This
allowed us to quantify changes in protein flexibility upon
binding that were normalized by the monomeric structure.
Additionally, we computed the fold change in fluctuation for all
residues in DXR upon partner binding and averaged these
values for each structural motif. Multidimensional scaling
(MDS),65 which consists of applying eigenvalue decomposi-
tion on the double-centered Euclidean distance matrix, was
performed using the normalized flexibility of each structural
motif as a vector. This allows us to assess in a two-dimensional
space how different DXRcomp clusters are based on their
identity (D1-like vs D2-like) and on the identity of their
partners (Arr vs G-protein and within-G-protein calculations).
To better understand how well our characterization was able

to discriminate DXRcomp, we calculated their structural
phylogeny−a hierarchy that allowed us to relate all complexes.
Considering that the features used herein to characterize
different DXR complexes exist in different scales and
dimensions, calculating a structural phylogeny for DXRcomp
cannot consider all features in an equal manner. As such, we
calculated a tree for each set of structural characteristics−
namely InterProSurf, COCOMAPs, interhelical distances, and
HB/SB−dynamic characteristics BC and fluctuation−and the
composition of the interface in amino acid proportions.
Considering these seven trees, each of which describes the
structural phylogeny of all DXRcomp for a specific character-
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istic, an average tree was calculated to yield the final structural
phylogeny for all DXRcomp. This tree was calculated by
minimizing the quadratic path difference between the final tree
and the other seven trees as implemented in the phytools
package66 for the R language.67 To visualize the final tree, the
ape package68 was used.
Web-Server Implementation. The amount of data

generated in these analyses was too extensive to be clearly
detailed and listed herein. As such we restricted it to the main
important conclusions, and full information about the results
can be found online at http://www.moreiralab.com/resources/
dxr/. Static data visualization presented in this paper was
performed using ggplot2,69 circlize,70 seaborn,71 and matplot-
lib.72 Web site construction was performed using shiny.73 All
intermediate calculations not previously referred were
performed using either Python or R.

■ RESULTS
For prompt display of the results, a fully dynamic web server
was constructed and can be easily accessed at www.moreiralab.
com/resources/dxr. Throughout the Results section, refer-
ences to the web site contents were made when appropriate,
and the sections’ names and subtitles have corresponding
matches in the provided web site.
Structural Analysis. Interhelical Distance. In agreement

with the procedure reported by Sandhu et al., we measured the
distance between residues 3.50 and 7.53 (TM3-TM7) to
understand the levels of GPCR activation in the different
complexes (Figure 1).74 In line with the previous step, we also

measured the interhelical distance between residues 3.50 and
6.30 (TM3-TM6) and plotted them against each other; the
opening of the binding crevice expected upon activation was
seen for both DXR-Arrs and DXR-G-protein complexes, which
tends to lead to higher TM3-TM6 distances in comparison to
DXR alone. Arrs coupling tends to promote lower TM3-TM6
distances, as already observed.75 Arrs and G-proteins tend to
be clustered differently, depending on the DXR bound. In D1-
like receptors, Gs is isolated from Gi and Gq subfamilies. Gz is
the most isolated partner among the Gi/o subfamily in all
DXR. Indeed, Gs in complex with D1-like receptors led to
higher TM3-TM6 (around 17−18 Å) and lower TM3-TM7
distances (around 12−13 Å). Conversely, DXR-Gi complexes
tend to promote lower TM3-TM6 (around 14−17 Å) and
higher TM3-TM7 (around 13−15 Å) distances, especially if
D2-like receptors are involved. Complexes with Arrs form
different clusters depending on the template used. 6pwc
derived models cluster within 14−15 Å in the TM3-TM6
distance, apart from D4R complexes which are closer to 16 Å.
Regarding the TM3-TM7 distance, complexes are more
dispersed. Complexes modeled with 6U1N successfully
differentiate D1-like and D2-like complexes. Regarding the
TM3-TM6 distance, D1-like complexes fall into the 15.0−15.5
Å interval, while D2-like receptors fall in the 14.5 Å line. In the
TM3-TM5 distance, D1-like receptors also showed higher
values than D2-like, except for D2R-complexes that have the
same values as D1-like complexes.

Electrostatic Distance. The electrostatic distance analysis of
the different partners with DXR clearly (exemplified for D1R

Figure 1. Interhelical distances plotted according to TM3-TM6 and TM3-TM7 distances. Residues 3.50, 6.30, and 7.53 were used for TM3, TM6,
and TM7, respectively. Points are colored by type of receptor and labeled according to the specific partner. Points labeled as 3sn6, 6cmo, 6pwc, and
6u1n represent each receptor structure before coupling with partner. The distances were measured in Å.
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in Figure 2) shows the separation of three groups: Arrs, Gs-
proteins, and Gi-proteins. Furthermore, Gq is usually isolated

either by itself or in a smaller group with Gz. Gz is usually
isolated in the same manner. Gi1, Gi2, Gi3, and Go are usually
closely related, forming two subgroups inside the Gi-proteins,
in which they can alternate position depending on the
receptor. Generally, Gi1 is more closely related with Gi3.
The same happens between Gi2 and Go. Regarding the two
different templates used to model the Arrs (6pwc and 6u1n),
they lead to models with similar electrostatic distance profiles,
commonly clustered in the same branch of the tree. It should
be noted, however, that at D3R, this branch is shared with Gs-
proteins, and in D4R, Gob appears closely related to
complexes modeled with 6U1N. In D5R, there is the most
striking dissimilarity, with complexes modeled with 6pwc being
in a different branch from all the remaining complexes
modeled.

Interaction Plots. Throughout the manuscript, binding
motifs were listed using one-code amino acid nomenclature
with the Ballesteros-Weinstein numbering scheme77 (X.50
defines the most conserved residue in each TM domain) or the
residue number in case of belonging to an ICL or the binding
partner in superscript. Upon analysis, the one letter code “X”
was used to define a wild-card amino acid, implying the
position can represent any of the 20 amino acids. Figure 3
exemplifies an interaction plot of D1R-Gslo. The additional
interaction plots retrieved for each DXR complex are available
on the web site. All DXR interact with Arrs through contacts
on ICL2, ICL3, and TM6. Whereas ICL1 and H8 seem to be
always involved in interactions with Arrs_6pwc, these
substructures only interact (and at the least extension) with
some DXR at 6U1N derivative complexes. ICL1 is only
involved in interactions with D5R for both Arrs_6u1n and
D2R and D4R when complexed with Arr3_6u1n. H8
establishes one interaction through N8.43 with the finger loop
of Arrs for all DXR but D3R-Arr3 and D4R. Conversely, TM2

Figure 2. Example of an electrostatic distance plot as presented in the
web server for each of the five dopamine receptors, in this case for
D1R. The plot was attained from the PIPSA web server.76

Figure 3. Example of an interaction plot as presented in the web server for each of the complexes, in this case for D1R-Gslo.
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and TM3 are only involved in interactions at DXR-Arrs_6u1n
complexes. While Arrs’ C-loop derived from 6pwc is involved
in interactions with ICL2, the same domain interacts with
TM5 at all DXR-Arrs_6u1n complexes, with the exception of
D3R-Arr2 that interacts with both ICL2 and TM5. Moreover,
the finger loop interacts with ICL1, ICL3, TM6, and H8 (all
DXR-Arrs) or TM2, TM3, and TM5 (DXR-Arrs_6u1n).
Contrary to Arrs_6pwc, Arrs_6u1n establishes interactions
with the ICL2 of all DXR through the lariat loop (RG286/287 for
all DXR complexes but D3R_Arr2 that only interact through
G286). Unlike D1-like receptors, D2-like receptors also interact
with all Arrs’ finger loops through TM7 (F7.56), with the
exception of D4R-Arr2_6u1n.
TM5 (L/K/T5.75) is also involved in interactions at all DXR-

Arrs complexes, with the exception of D1R-Arr2_6pwc. This
domain is particularly important at DXR-Arrs_6u1n, with a
higher number of interactions. Interestingly, a specific
interaction involving the middle loop of Arr2_6pwc (E134)
and the H8 structural motif (D8.45) or Arrs_6u1n (G133/134)
and the ICL2 (T116) is observed at D5R-Arr2_6pwc and D2R-
Arrs complexes, respectively.
Analysis of the main interacting structural motif patterns

involved in DXR-Arrs complexes showed that DXR receptors

mainly interact with the E66/67(x)3VLG
72/73 (Arrs_6pwc) or

G64/65(x)4DVLGL
73/74 (Arrs_6u1n) finger loop motif, with

the exception of D5R which only contacts VLG72 and VL72

residues when bound to Arr2_6pwc and Arr3_6pwc,
respectively. R65ED(x)2VLG

72 is a common interaction pattern
for Arr2_6pwc bound to D2-like receptors. Concerning
Arrs_6U1N, which establishes a higher number of interactions
compared to Arrs_6pwc, some interesting interaction patterns
involving different DXR subdomains were also disclosed,
namely with TM3 (R3.50(x)2A-I/V

3.54, except for D2R_Ar-
r3_6u1n), ICL2 (P111-F/M-R/L(x)2-R/T

116, except for D3R
and D4R complexes), TM5 (I/V/G5.64-A/Lx-K/V/R/Q5.67),
and TM6 (R/K6.29ExK-V/A6.33). For D2-like receptors, TM5
is particularly interacting with Arrs_6u1n, through the
interaction pattern V/G5.64Lx-R/Q-R/W(x)6 K/T

5.75.
Regarding the coupling of G-proteins with DXR, some

particular pattern interactions were also highlighted. G-
Proteins binding generally involved a higher number of
interactions with DXR in comparison to Arrs binding, in
particular Arrs_6pwc. However, this is not true for D2R and
D4R, in which Arrs_6u1n tends to establish a higher number
of interactions in comparison with G-proteins and Arrs_6pwc.
DXR interacts with Gi/o and Gq through TM2, ICL2, TM3,

Figure 4. Key relevant interaction patterns observed at the DXR interface (A) and its partners, Arrs and G-proteins interfaces (B). The sequence
motifs were colored according to the colors used to identify the structural motifs of DXR and the partners at our web site. The x represents
positions that can be filled with any type of amino acid.
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TM5, ICL3, TM6, TM7, and H8, with the exception of D2R
that did not establish any interaction through ICL2 or TM5
when complexed with Gi/o. Interactions with ICL1 (T37/38/39)
were only observed at D2R-like-G-protein complexes, namely
Gi1 (D2R and D3R), Gi2 (D4R), Gi3 (D3R and D4R), and
Go/oB (D4R).
On the other hand, the main interactions established by Gs

with DXR involved TM3, ICL2, TM5, ICL3, TM6, and H8.
Unlike Gi/o and Gq, no interactions were established between
Gs and TM2 or TM7, with the exception of Gs bound to D3R
that contacted TM7 through F7.56.
In all DXR-G-protein complexes, G-proteins’ H5 was the

main interacting domain, being involved in contacts with ICL1,
TM2, TM3, TM5, TM6, TM7, and H8 of all DXR. Alongside
with H5, hns1 and S3 were the main structural motifs involved
in interactions between G-proteins and ICL2 of D1-like
receptors. Noteworthy, Gs established more interactions with
ICL2 at DXR than Gi/o, through HN, hns1, hbhc, and S3
(D1-like receptors) or hbhc, HN, and HB (D3R) motifs. It is
important to mention that the hbhc finger loop was only
involved in interactions with ICL2 at DXR-Gs complexes.
Furthermore, ICL3 interacted with H4 and h4s6 of G-proteins
at all DXR complexes, with the exception of D4R that only
interacted with H4. In fact, among all DXRs, D4R was the
receptor that established the lowest number of interactions
with each G-protein.
Moreover, despite being an important interacting structural

motif in both DXR-G-protein and DXR-Arrs_6pwc complexes,
H8 seems to be particularly relevant in D2-like receptors,
interacting with the H5 domain through the common
interaction motif F7.56N-A/I8.44, which involves the TM7-H8
boundary. For Gi/o and Gq, this motif was extended to F7.56N-
A/I-E8.45. It is also key that N8.43 was involved in interactions
with both Arrs and G-proteins in all DXR complexes, with the
exception of Arr2_6u1n bound to D4R and Arr3_6u1n bound
to D3R and D4R or even Gz and Gt2 that do not interact with
TM7 nor H8. Noteworthy, the D1R receptor interacts with the
TM7-H8 boundary by the specific sequence motif Y7.53xFN8.43

when complexed with Gi/o and Gq.
Concerning D1R-G-protein complexes, and as shown in

Figure 4, several common interaction motifs of D1-like
receptors when complexed with G-proteins were revealed,
namely P111F(x)2-E/K-R

116 (ICL2), E215/229RAA218/232

(ICL3), and A5.65(x)2Q(x)6L
5.75 (TM5), except for D1R_Gi1

and D5R_Gq complexes. Interestingly, the interactions at
TM5 were especially frequent at D1-like receptors and were
completely absent for D2R when coupled with all G-proteins
and D3R-Gssh and D4R-Gt2 complexes. On the other hand,
the R202(x)9K/L-L/Q-S/P-Q/R215 motif was identified as a

common interaction pattern involving ICL3 of both D2R and
D3R when complexed with G-proteins. Moreover, R/
K6.29ExKV(x)2TL

6.37 (TM6) was a common interaction
motif of D1-like receptors when complexed with Gs.
Taking into account G-protein structural motifs,

D329/343(x)2LR(x)2TASGD(x)5Y
346/360 appeared as a common

interaction pattern of D1-like-Gs-proteins. It is mainly
represented by polar residues that constitute H4, h4s6, and
S6 residues. On the other hand, D315/316/P/E-T/N-xE318/319

(h4s6 loop) is a common motif for Gi/o and Gz bound to
D1R, D2R, and D3R. Noteworthy, with the exception of the
D4R-Gt2 complex, D4R does not interact with the h4s6 loop.
Moreover, R366/380DxIQRxHL(x)2YELL

380/394, N347/348

(x)3CGL-F/Y
354/355, and D346(x)2L(x)6YNL

358 were also
relevant interaction patterns for Gs- (with the D3R-Gs
exception), Gi- (with the D4R-Gi1, D4R-Gi2, and D4R-Go
exceptions), and Gq-proteins, respectively. It is important to
note that Gz and Gt2, which are the members with the largest
phylogenetic distance among Gi-proteins studied,78 show the
most different interaction pattern among Gi-proteins. Gt2 and
Gz were the partners that are engaged in a lower number of
contacts with DXR (in both cases D4R), only establishing a
total of seven interactions involving hns1 (Gt2), h4s6 (Gt2),
H4, and H5 (both Gt2 and Gz).

Interface Characterization. The number of surface atoms
was consistently lower for Arrs-bound complexes (regardless of
the template used in the modeling) in comparison to G-
protein-bound, particularly in the case of D2-like receptors. An
example of a plot for interface characterization is shown in
Figure 5 for D1R-G-protein associated complexes. The number
of buried atoms was usually higher for Arrs (particularly for
Arrs_6u1n) and Gs-proteins than the remaining. D2-like
complexes with Arrs_6pwc showed higher SASA at ICL1,
ICL2, and H8. For D1-like complexes, the same was only true
for ICL1 and H8. It is noteworthy to mention that arrestin-
involving complexes modeled with 6U1N had higher SASA
values at ICL1 and H8 in comparison with the ones modeled
with 6pwc, which had higher values for substructures ICL2 and
ICL3. Complexes with G-proteins displayed higher SASA
values at ICL3. When considering G-proteins, complexes of
D1-like with Gs and Gq tended to have higher SASA values at
ICL1. Gi/o subfamily complexes showed higher SASA values
at ICL3, apart from D3R. Gz complexes displayed very low
SASA values for all substructures analyzed, particularly at ICL1
and H8.
The number of HB and SB was significantly lower for

complexes with Arrs_6pwc, with the exception of D2R-Arr2.
Arrs were the only partners that displayed HB/SB at ICL1 for
all DXR complexes. For Arrs_6pwc complexes, this was only

Figure 5. Example of a bar plot used for interface characterization, in this case, for the D1R-G-protein associated complexes, regarding the SASA at
all substructures. Plots of this type were constructed for all the data regarding both interface characterization and interaction percentages and are
available at the web server.
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observed for D2R and D5R complexed to Arr3. For Arrs_6u1n
complexes, no HB/SB at ICL1 were observed for D4R-Arr3 or
D3R. Regarding the DXR in complex with the G-proteins, the
overall number of HB/SB was usually higher in complexes with
Gs-proteins and notably lower for Gz and Gq associated
receptors. Gi-proteins usually had more HB/SB at ICL3 than
the remaining complexes with either other G-proteins or Arrs,
with the exception of D4R-Arrs_6u1n complexes. Considering
D1-like receptors, only Arrs and Gs displayed HB/SB at ICL1.
On the other hand, Arrs tend to have a lower amount of HB/
SB at ICL2 and ICL3 than G-proteins for D2-like receptors,
with the exception of D2R (at ICL2) and D4R-Arrs_6u1n (at
ICL3). No HB/SB were observed at H8 for D1-like receptors.
Arr3_6pwc was the only partner that had HB/SB for all D2-
like receptors. For D4R, there were no HB/SB at ICL1 or H8
except for the complexes with Arrs.
Regarding the binding pocket, we considered its location

starting in the centered geometrical point between residues
3.50, 6.30 and 7.53, for all the DXR complexes under scope,
thus, focusing on the intracellular modifications induced by the
interaction with the respective partners. Binding pocket
volume (Å3) was then analyzed. Compared with G-proteins,
complexes with Arrs_6pwc generally displayed higher binding
pocket volumes, with the exception of D1R. Considering all
complexes with Arrs as partners, D2-like receptors had slightly
lower binding pocket volumes, particularly for D2R and D4R
and D3R_6u1n. Complexes with Go displayed higher binding
pocket volume than the remaining Gi/o proteins, excepting for
D2R.
Interaction Percentages. The interacting residues at DXR-

partner showed different physicochemical properties. Regard-
ing the interacting residues at Arrs-DXR complexes, Leu was

the most predominant residue at DXR interfaces, except for
D3R and D4R complexes modeled with 6pwc, in which both
Lys and Arg were the most frequent residues. On the other
hand, Arg was the most frequent residue at Arrs interfaces,
with the exception of D2R, in which Lys (Arr2-D2R) and both
Arg and Lys (Arr3-D2R and Arrs-D2R_6u1n) appeared as the
most predominant one. His, Met, and Trp were absent for all
DXR interfaces, as well as Cys for Arrs interfaces.
Nonpolar aliphatic residues were the most predominant

residues at DXR interfaces of Arrs-DXR complexes, with the
exception of Arrs-D2-like complexes modeled with 6pwc, in
which basic positive residues (Arrs-D3R) or both basic positive
and nonpolar aliphatic residues (Arr2-D2R and Arrs-D4R)
were more frequent. In general, we observed that, together,
basic positive and nonpolar aliphatic appeared in more than
50% at the Arrs interfaces. Nonpolar aliphatic residues were
the most predominant for complexes involving D1-like
receptors and D4R and Arrs_6pwc, while basic positive and
polar uncharged were the most frequent ones for D2R-
Arrs_6pwc and D3R-Arrs_6pwc, respectively. Regarding DXR-
Arrs_6u1n complexes, nonpolar aliphatic residues were the
most frequent for D3R and D5R, while basic positives are the
most representative for D1R and D4R. Both nonpolar aliphatic
and polar uncharged are the most frequent residues for D2R-
Arrs_6u1n.
Concerning the interactions residues for Gi1-3-DXR

complexes, negatively charged residues represented the most
predominant type of residues at DXR. On the other hand,
basic positively charged residues, alongside with nonpolar
aliphatic, were the most representative of Gi1-3 (Arg as the top
one). These results suggest a clear complementarity between
these two binding partners.

Figure 6. Dynamic analysis of the biologically relevant DXR complexes and their structural motifs regarding changes in flexibility and fluctuation.
These results were obtained through a coarse-grained NMA considering only the alpha carbons performed on all monomeric and complexed DXR.
A - Flexibility changes for TM1-7 and H8, as calculated by the Bhattacharyya distance to the respective monomer of each DXR. B - Average
fluctuation fold change between DXR in complex and their respective monomer. C - Multidimensional scaling of the flexibility change values. The
size of each dot is proportional to the average fold change in fluctuation values between bound and unbound DXR.
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In Go-DXR complexes, Asn was the most predominant
residue for DXR, while Arg was the most frequent residue at
the partner interface. Nonpolar aliphatic residues were the
most representative for DXR. This type of residue, alongside
with basic positive, was the most frequent for G-protein, as
well.
Regarding Gq-DXR complexes, Asp was also the most

frequent residue in all DXR, being Arg and Ala are the most
predominant ones in Gq. Similar to Go, in both Gq and DXR
systems, nonpolar aliphatic residues represented the most
abundant group.
Despite being the member with a larger phylogenetic

distance among Gi-protein subtypes, Gz showed a similar
pattern of interacting residues with all other Gi members
analyzed. Therefore, acid negatively charged residues were the
most abundant group in all DXR, being Glu was the most
predominant residue. In a complementary way, basic positively
charged residues were the most representative at Gz in Gz-
DXR complexes, and Arg was the most frequent residue.
Among all G-protein-DXR complexes analyzed, Gs was the

G-protein that revealed the most different pattern interfaces. In
fact, in both Gslo-DXR and Gssh-DXR, polar uncharged
residues represented the most abundant group for D3R and
D5R interfaces, while basic positive residues were the most
representative at the D1R interface. However, Arg, alongside
Asp, was among the most frequent residue types at all DXR

interfaces. On the other hand, nonpolar aliphatic residues were
the most representative group at partner interfaces.
Noteworthy, some interesting findings were also disclosed

by analyzing specific interacting residues of G-proteins coupled
to a specific DXR. For example, Gly and Trp were only present
at G-protein interfaces in D3R-G-protein and D4R-G-protein
complexes, respectively.

Dynamic Analysis. All complexes were analyzed using
NMA, and fluctuation values were calculated for all relevant
structural motifs. The average fluctuation fold changes were
calculated as the fold change between the receptor in complex
and its monomeric template. Considering that fluctuation can
be seen as a proxy for protein conformational flexibility, an
increase in the average fold change indicates that, upon binding
to its partner, the DXR undergoes conformational changes that
increase the motility of the relevant structural motif. These
values allow us to see distinct changes between relevant
complex groups (Figure 6A): in particular, (i) DXR-Arr
complexes, for both templates, showed the least fluctuation
increase for all TM segments and even decreases in H8; (ii)
complexes of Gi/o and Gq subfamilies have higher values of
fluctuation throughout all the DXR family; (iii) D1-like
receptors showed fairly lower increases in fluctuation when
compared to D2-like receptors; and (iv) considering all DXR
family members, D3R had, in general, higher average
fluctuation values.

Figure 7. The structural phylogeny of DXR. This tree is the average of seven trees obtained for different sets of DXR complex characteristics
(InterProSurf, COCOMAPS, HB/SB, interhelical distance, interface composition, BC, and fluctuation values) and was obtained by minimizing the
quadratic path difference between the final tree and seven initial trees, allowing us to also calculate the branch lengths. In the bottom left corner, the
distances between complexes bound to three relevant DXR complex groups (arrestin-bound (Arr), Gi-bound (Gi), and Gs-bound (Gs)) are
represented in a heatmap, showing that intracomplex group distances are quite smaller than intercomplex group distances.
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The dynamics of DXR when in complex with different
partners was analyzed with regards to the flexibility of each
TM1-7 and H8, calculated as the BCs between the DXR when
in complex and their respective DXR in monomeric form. It is
worth noting the BC does not work as a distance but rather as
a coefficient of similarity, and as such, for values equal to 1, we
expect very high similarity (or a very small distance), while for
values below 1 we can expect decreased similarity as the BC
decreases toward 0.
As evidenced in Figure 6B, DXR-Gs and DXR-Arrs

complexes showed a fairly high BC, which is indicative of
smaller changes in flexibility upon binding. Additionally,
differences were also observed for D1-like receptors when
compared with D2-like receptors−particularly, on TM2, TM3,
TM6, TM7, and H8, with smaller flexibility changes observable
in D1-like receptors as compared with D2-like receptors.
To assess whether changes in flexibility could be associated

with the utilization of different templates, we compared the
BCs for all motifs between the monomeric DXR used to model
Arr complexes and the monomeric DXR used to model G-
proteins in all cases. For all cases, the BC between both
monomeric DXR was above 0.92, with the sole exception being
TM1 in D3R and H8 in D1R and D5R, which had fairly
smaller values (below 0.90), corresponding to 7.5% of the
analyzed motifs. Provided that this is a computational analysis
based on modeling, we decided to be as conservative as
possible on any posthoc analysis and, while we present results
for TM1-7 and H8, those for TM1 and H8 should be
considered slightly erratic, despite following the general
expected pattern for TM1-7 and H8. As such, we removed
TM1 and H8 to calculate the MDS (Figure 6C).
All these changes in the different structural motifs end up

contributing to the very clear distinctions when looking to the
MDS of the flexibility changes. Figure 6C shows the first two
components for each biologically relevant DXR complex. As
expected, we observed a very evident clustering of Arrs
complexes, with Gs-protein complexes (D1R, D3R, D5R)
fairly isolated from other complexes.
What was also fairly evident is the clustering of Gi/o and Gq

subfamily complexes, with clear distinctions between D1-like
and D2-like complexes. D4R-Gob showed distinctly different
flexibility changes upon binding when compared with any
other complex, making conclusions regarding its comparative
flexibility changes complicated.
Structural Phylogeny. The structural phylogenetic of all

DXR considered the analyzed characteristics that were useful
in grouping biologically distinct groups−InterProSurf, CO-
COMAPS, HB/SB, interhelical distance, interface composi-
tion, BC, and fluctuation values−to calculate phylogenetic
trees. The average of these trees was calculated and depicted in
Figure 7. It becomes important to address how the expected
groupings become apparent in the tree, namely the grouping of
DXR-Arr complexes, of DXR-Gi-bound and of DXR-Gs-bound
receptors, and how within the latter two we can still distinguish
D1- and D2-like receptors, with the exceptions of D5R-Gz and
D5R-Gq, and D3R-Gs complexes that are in an isolated clade
inside D2-like and arrestin branches, respectively. DXR-Arr
complexes diverge earlier on in the tree, which signals the fairly
distinct conformational changes in DXR upon Arr binding.
Inside the arrestin branch, two different clusters are present
corresponding to the two different templates used. Two
different clades hold all Gi/Go/Gob/Gz/Gq/Gs/-protein-
bound DXR, with a common grouping of D1-like and D2-

like, with the exception of D3-Gs complexes and D5-Gi/o- or
D5-Gq- family complexes. Inside of the D1-like clade, there is a
separation between the D1R branch (that includes both Gi/o
and Gs-bound complexes) and D5-Gs. Similarly, inside the
D2-like clade each receptor (D2R, D3R, D4R) forms a
different branch.
In general, this analysis allows us to present a summarized

picture of our computational findings and provide, in an
unbiased way, a biologically relevant grouping that was
obtained by combining the structural and dynamical changes
in DXR upon partner binding and its interface composition.

■ DISCUSSION
GPCRs mediate several cellular pathways by coupling to two
major cytoplasmic family players in signal transduction, G-
proteins and Arrs.79,80 Positional changes of TM5, TM6, and
TM7 in relation to TM3 have been described upon GPCR
activation, namely the inward movement of TM7 and the
outward movement of TM6, creating a cavity in the
intracellular surface of the receptor where Arrs and G-proteins
bind to.81,82 The interhelical distance between TM3-TM6
against TM3-TM7 analysis showed that Gs induces a higher
TM3-TM6 and lower TM3-TM7 distances when bound to
DXR in comparison to Arrs, Gi, and Gq, as stated in studies
regarding other GPCR subfamilies in complex with those
partners.45,81,83 Interestingly, for D3R, which couples primarily
to Gi, Gs displays a similar profile in terms of interhelical
distances between Gi and Gq. This was not observed, however,
for D1-like receptors, which primarily coupled to Gs. Indeed,
these receptors showed different interhelical distances for
TM3-TM6 and TM3-TM7 among diverse G-protein families,
especially Gs and Gi. While D1-like receptors couple with Gq
(both D1R and D5R) or Gs (D1R), only D3R is able to
interact with secondary coupling G-proteins, being the most
promiscuous within the D2-like subfamily. Among the Gi
family, Gz is the partner that presents the most different TM3-
TM6 and TM3-TM7 profile distances, which can be explained
by its largest phylogenetic distance among Gi-proteins
studied.78 In line with interhelical distance results, the
electrostatic distance showed a strong separation of three
groups at DXR complexes: Arrs and Gs- and and Gi-proteins.
Moreover, Gq is usually isolated, as expected, or in a smaller
group with Gz, often isolated in the same manner. This also
agrees with the most different profile shown by Gz among the
Gi-protein subfamily. The differences between the three more
debated groups through this paper (Arr, Gi, and Gs) became
even more evident when we look at the average distances
within the phylogenetic tree. Figure 7 aggregates relevant
information extracted throughout this work, allowing the
depiction of a larger landscape: the structural phylogeny of
DXR binding reveals biologically relevant groups. These
groups are in agreement with the literature, and as such, our
structural phylogeny analysis corroborates the strength of our
modeling protocol and further validates the need to take a
deeper look at the individual structural analysis results.
The main interaction motifs involved in DXR-partner

complexes could also attest differences in the binding of the
most studied partner classes, Arrs, Gi, and Gs, when complexed
to D1- and/D2-like receptors (Figure 8). Despite the
differences between the two major GPCR partner groups, a
high degree of shape complementarity has been reported
between both G-proteins and Arrs (in particularly visual
arrestins) and the intracellular receptor surface, which includes
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the engagement of common interaction structural motifs in the
binding of these partners to GPCR, namely at TM3, ICL2,
TM5, and TM6.81 Nevertheless, the intervention of other
substructures and the organization of binding interfaces, in
particular specific interacting residues, is still far from fully
documented in the literature. In the case of nonvisual Arrs, this
is particularly relevant since only two complexes of Arr2
complexed to different GPCRs (one complexed with NTSR1
and other with M2R) have been recently solved. Regarding the
NTSR1-Arr2 complex, Yin et al. reported that Arr2, when
complexed to the nonvisual GPCR NTSR1, displays a rotation
of 90° when compared to the visual arrestin−rhodopsin
complex.11 Nonetheless, they share common interaction
structural motifs at the arrestin-receptor interface that involves
the finger loop and the C-loop domains. In fact, Arr2 contacts
with NTSR1 through its finger loop (by interacting with ICL1
and TM6) and C-loop (through the interaction with ICL2).
This is in line with our observations at all DXR-Arrs interfaces
that pointed out the finger loop as being the most interacting
domain. This is true not only for NTSR1-Arrs (DXR-
Arrs_6pwc) complexes but also for M2R-Arrs (DXR-
Arrs_6u1n), even though the orientation of Arr2 complexed
with M2R is significantly different from NTSR1-Arrs; however,

it is similar to the visual arrestin-rhodopsin complex.12 Indeed,
the common interaction motifs E66/67(x)3VLG

72/73

(Arrs_6pwc) and Y63/64G(x)4DVLGL
73/74 (Arrs_6u1n),

which were reported as a key interaction points, are involved
in contacts with different DXR structural domains, namely
ICL1, ICL2, ICL3, and TM6 (Arrs_6pwc) or TM2, TM3,
ICL2, TM5, and TM6 (Arrs_6u1n). Interestingly, the
VLG72/73 motif is always involved in interactions with TM6
and H8 at DXR-Arrs, independently of which Arrs
conformations are involved. Exceptionally, for D5R-
Arr3_6pwc only VL72 is involved in interactions with TM6
and H8. It is also noteworthy that at DXR-Arrs_6u1n, D69/70

alongside V70/71 also interacts with residues of the highly
conserved DRY motif, namely T2.39 (D69/70) and D3.50 (D69/70

and V70/71). This is in line with the M2R-Arr2 complex, in
which D69 is positioned in order to establish hydrogen bonds
or salt bridges with N2.39 and R3.50.12 Moreover, and similarly
to what is observed by Yin et al.11 and Carpenter et al.,81 both
Arrs’ finger loops at D2-like-Arrs complexes interact with the
TM7-H8 boundary, namely through the F7.56N−I/A8.44(DXR-
Arrs_6pwc) or F7.56N8.43(DXR-Arrs_6u1n) sequence motifs,
with the exception of Arr3_6u1n complexed with D3R and
D4R which interact only with F7.56 or D4R-Arr_6u1n that do
not interact with TM7 nor H8. At D1-like receptors, these
interactions are also established with a few H8 residues (D5R-
Arrs_6pwc) or only through N8.43 (D1R-Arrs_6pwc and D1-
like-Arrs_6u1n), thus indicating some binding selectivity
among D1-like-Arrs and D2-like-Arrs. Altogether, these results
attest to the important role of TM7-H8 for Arrs binding to
DXR-Arrs (in particular to D2-like-Arrs), in a similar way to
NTSR1-Arr2 or rhodopsin-Arr, in which H8 is reported as
crucial for high-affinity binding of Arrs to the activated
rhodopsin.84,85 The interactions between ICL1 and TM6 with
the finger loop domain, which are present at all DXR-
Arrs_6pwc complexes, are also in agreement with Yin et al.
results.11 Contacts between ICL3 of DXR and the loop
between the top B strands (K157/158-I/S) are also in line with
NTSR1-Arr2 interface binding.11 It is important to mention
that both Arr2 and Arr3 present a similar binding interface at
DXR complexes, as reported by Yin et al. regarding the Arrs-
NTSR1 binding interaction. The same is also observed for
both Arr2 and Arr3 at DXR-Arrs_6u1n complexes. Interest-
ingly, Arrs modeled with 6pwc establish a low number of
interactions with DXR, in comparison with Arrs_6u1n and G-
proteins. On the other hand, the Arrs-6u1n displays a higher
surface interaction compared to Arrs_6pwc and G-proteins,
which could explain the establishment of a larger amount of
interactions, without ruling out the possibility of both
conformations existing under different biological circum-
stances. Among all DXR complexes, the number of buried
atoms was usually higher for Arrs and even higher for Gs,
which is in line with the literature reporting Gs as having a
greater buried surface area compared to Arrs.84

Concerning G-protein binding interfaces, the analyses of
DXR complexes showed that TM3, ICL2, TM5, ICL3, TM6,
and H8 were generally involved in interactions with G-
proteins. This is in line with other studies of class A GPCR
coupled with different G-proteins.74,83,86 Moreover, and as
shown in these studies, H5 of each G-protein is the most
interacting motif in DXR-G-proteins complexes, corroborating
the key role of this motif (namely C-terminal H5 amino acids)
in G-protein binding. In fact, Gs interacts through the common
sequence pattern R366/380D(x)IQRxHL(x)2YELL

380/394 at

Figure 8. Representation of the surface interaction for D1- and D2-
like receptors bound to the most distinct partner groups: Gs, Gi, and
Arrs (Arr_6pwc and Arrs_6u1n). This figure highlights the common
interaction motifs for each DXR-partner group above-mentioned. D2-
like interactions represented in Gs are only for D3R and not the
whole subfamily, as well as D1-like interactions in Gi which are only
for the D1R-Gi/o complex.
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TM3, ICL2, TM5, TM6, and H8 at DXR-like receptors, with
the exception of D3R that only interacts through the sequence
L374/388xQYELL380/394 and is involved in contacts with the
receptor at TM5, TM6, and TM7-H8. Besides the nonexistent
interaction at TM3, the amount of interactions at TM5 in
D3R-Gs (R5.68 for Gslo and no interaction at TM5 for Gssh)
was lower in comparison with D1-like-Gs complexes, which
in te r ac t th rough the common sequence mot i f
A5.65(x)2QI(x)5L

5.75 at hgh4 (D5R-Gssh), H4 (D1R and
D5R-Gslo), and S6, in addition to H5. Despite being usually
reported as an important interacting domain for different G-
protein subfamilies bound to GPCRs, TM5 establishes more
contacts at GPCR complexes that primarily couple to Gs (e.g.,
β2AR) in comparison with those ones that primarily couple to
Gi (CB1R and A1R).74,83 This can be an explanation for the
lower number of interactions at TM5 of D3R when in complex
with Gs, since that is a primary Gi coupling receptor. Indeed,
D1-like receptors establish a higher number of interactions at
TM5 for G-proteins (even for secondary partner Gi/o and
Gq), while D2-like receptors, which primarily couple to Gi,
present an opposite pattern, establishing, in general, fewer
interactions with TM5 when complexed with G-proteins, being
contacts at TM5 nonexistent at D2R-G-proteins. Furthermore,
Gi/o and Gq also interact with several residues through H5
domain with TM2, TM3, TM5, TM6, and TM7-H8 at DXR,
having as a common interaction pattern subfamily
N347/348(x)3CGL-F/Y

354/355 and D346(x)2L(x)6YNL
358 (re-

spectively), except for D4R, that interacts through
L348/349(x)2CGL-F/Y

354/355.
Our results are consistent with those reported by Sandhu et

al., suggesting that the involvement of physicochemically
different amino acids at the C-terminal of H5 is able to
establish a huge number of interactions at different domains of
DXR and may be directly involved in selectivity binding of
different G-proteins to this receptor subfamily. Particularly,
and in line with all results from structural and dynamics
analysis, Gs is the partner that reveals the most different
pattern interface, in which polar uncharged residues
represented the most abundant group at the DXR interface,
although Arg and Asp are the most common amino acids, and
nonpolar aliphatic residues were the most representative group
at partner interfaces. Interestingly, Gz showed a similar pattern
of interacting residues with all other Gi members, even though
it established fewer interactions within all DXR complexes.
Another interesting interacting motif with a different pattern
for D1-like and D2-like receptors was H8, in particular the turn
at the TM7-H8 boundary. D2-like receptors interacted with
H5 through the common sequence motif F7.56N-A/I8.44, which
was extended to F7.56N-A/I-E8.45 for Gi/o and Gq couplings.
Interactions involving the C-terminal of TM7 and the N-
terminal of H8 were mainly reported to Gi-coupled receptors,
being present in a low number or even absent for Gs-coupled
proteins.74,83 This agrees with the abundance of interactions at
D2-like receptors that primarily coupled to Gi, in comparison
with D1-like receptors, namely D5R, which interacted only
through N8.43. D1R interacts through a specific sequence motif,
involving some residues of the conserved NxxPY pattern,
namely Y7.53xFN8.43. Nevertheless, this motif was not involved
at D1R-Gs, suggesting the engagement of this sequence pattern
at the binding interface of D2-like receptors that primarily
couples to Gi-proteins. Noteworthy, although ICL1 seems to
be involved in a few interactions (through T37/38/39) with C-
terminal H5 (mainly C351/352) at DXR complexes, only D2-like

receptors are involved through ICL1 in interactions with Gi/o.
This finding is in line with Sandhu et al. that states that ICL1
only established interactions with C-terminal H5 in Gi-coupled
receptors but not in Gs-receptors under investigation. It is also
imperative to mention that ICL2 and ICL3 play an important
role at PPIs for all DXR complexes. While in D1-like receptors,
ICL2 was involved in interactions with a common sequence
pattern among G-proteins: P111F(x)2-E/K-R

116, in D2-like
receptors this structural domain established few (D3R and
D4R) or zero interactions (D2R all complexes but D2R-Gz).
On the other hand, ICL3 showed different common
interaction patterns between D1-like and D2-like receptors
(except for D4R), namely E215/229RAA218/232 and R202(x)9K/
L-L/Q-S/P-Q/R215, respectively. D4R, among the D2-like
only established few interactions through ICL3. The analysis of
ICL2 and ICL3 suggests that these structural motifs are
important in the coupling selectivity between D1-like and D2-
like receptors. This is in agreement with studies that reported
the influence of these ICLs in partner selective binding at
GPCRs.86

Altogether, the structural and dynamic analysis performed
here showed a strong separation of DXR complexes into three
main groups: Arrs, Gs, and Gi-bonded. Gq presents an
interaction and dynamics profile closer to the Gi subfamily, in
particular Gz, the member with the most dissimilar binding
interface and dynamics features among the Gi subfamily.
Moreover, it is also shown that different structural motifs are
involved in G-protein selective coupling between D1- and D2-
like receptors, being H5, namely its C-terminal a key motif for
G-protein selective coupling among DXR.
This work contributes to a deeper knowledge about the

structural determinants involved in the binding specificity of
G-proteins and Arrs with DXRs, giving further insight into the
principles of molecular recognition between those major
partner players and the DXR family. As far as we know, this
constitutes the first large-scale computational study involving
DXRs and their main intracellular effectors, representing an
important step in the understanding of GPCR coupling
specificity.
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